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what is another word for look intently wordhippo - synonyms for look upon find more words another word for opposite of
meaning of rhymes with sentences with find word forms translate from english translate to english words with friends
scrabble crossword codeword words starting with words ending with words containing exactly words containing letters
pronounce find conjugations find names, intently define intently at dictionary com - intently definition firmly or steadfastly
fixed or directed as the eyes or mind an intent gaze see more closely attentively keenly hard sharply steadily fixedly
searchingly watchfully examples from i have a huge amount of respect and admiration for him and the way he sees the
world so intently and encourages people to look david, looking steadily and intently crossword clues answers - looking
steadily and intently let s find possible answers to looking steadily and intently crossword clue first of all we will look for a
few extra hints for this entry looking steadily and intently finally we will solve this crossword puzzle clue and get the correct
word we have 1 possible solution for this clue in our database, intently synonyms intently antonyms merriam webster 18 synonyms of intently from the merriam webster thesaurus plus 35 related words definitions and antonyms continuously
ploddingly steadfastly steadily unabatedly unrelentingly unremittingly what made you want to look up intently please tell us
where you read or heard it including the quote if possible show hide, gaze definition and meaning wordnik com - from the
century dictionary and cyclopedia to look steadily or intently look with eagerness or curiosity as in admiration astonishment
synonyms gape etc see stare to look at intently or with fixed attention n a fixed or intent look as of eagerness wonder or
admiration a continued look of attention the object gazed on a gazing stock, intently synonyms intently antonyms
thesaurus com - see definition of intently adv with concentration relevance ranks synonyms and suggests the best matches
based on how closely a synonym s sense matches the sense you selected, 35 synonyms for look daily writing tips - look
it s perfectly acceptable to use the verb look but don t hesitate to replace this fairly ordinary looking word with one of its
many more photogenic synonyms many of these substitutions come in especially handy when it comes to finding one word
to take the place of look plus adverb or look plus adjective and noun as the definitions demonstrate, gazed definition of
gazed by the free dictionary - gaze g z intr v gazed gaz ing gaz es to look steadily intently and with fixed attention n a
steady fixed look middle english gasen probably of scandinavian origin gaz er n synonyms gaze stare gape gawk glare1
peer1 these verbs mean to look long and intently gaze is often indicative of wonder fascination awe or admiration, intently
definition of intently by the free dictionary - adverb attentively closely hard keenly steadily fixedly searchingly watchfully
he listened intently then slammed down the phone on the day of battle the soldiers excitedly try to get beyond the interests
of their regiment they listen intently look about, intensely synonyms intensely antonyms thesaurus com - see definition
of intensely adv deeply relevance ranks synonyms and suggests the best matches based on how closely a synonym s
sense matches the sense you selected, gaze define gaze at dictionary com - to gaze is to look steadily and intently at
something especially at that which excites admiration curiosity or interest to gaze at scenery at a scientific experiment to
stare is to gaze with eyes wide open as from surprise wonder alarm stupidity or impertinence to stare unbelievingly or rudely
, pore definition of pore by merriam webster - pore definition is to gaze intently how to use pore in a sentence to reflect
or meditate steadily see the full definition since 1828 menu join mwu gain access to thousands of additional definitions and
advanced search features ad free join now games see words from the same year 2 pore, steady look crossword answers
clues definition - synonyms crossword answers and other related words for steady look gaze we hope that the following list
of synonyms for the word gaze will help you to finish your crossword today, gaze definition of gaze in english by oxford
dictionaries - definition of gaze look steadily and intently especially in admiration surprise or thought definition of gaze in
english gaze verb no object with adverbial of direction look steadily and intently the same eyes were looking at me almost
burning me with their intent gaze, gaze definition and meaning collins english dictionary - if you gaze at someone or
something you look steadily at them for a long time for example because you find them attractive or interesting or because
you are thinking about something else she stood gazing at herself in the mirror
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